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2005-09 Flush Mount Louver Installation Instructions
Thank you for your purchase of SilverHorse Racing products. Please read all directions before beginning the
installation. A factory shop manual should be available for reference during installation. If, after reading these and
any accompanying directions, you feel that you may not be able to complete the installation safely and properly,
please seek out professional installation by certified technicians. Please read and understand our product purchase
agreement (included on yellow sheet) prior to starting installation. Vehicle should be off with key removed from
ignition and in park with parking brake set prior to beginning installation. Temperature where car is located should
be at least 60 degrees Fahrenheit when attempting installation to insure urethane sealer will properly bond to
louvers.
The louvers are made to the highest standards in the USA, on US-made molds. Paint masks are included with
non-painted orders. Occasionally, a minor “flow” mark, resembling a scratch, may be present in one of the clear
visibility areas. Minor flow marks should be considered normal, and are not a flaw in the product. Pieces that have
large obtrusive flow marks, or multiple marks in them are not offered for sale. Each piece is hand-inspected prior to
shipment to insure it meets with our standards. Pieces ordered pre-painted are made using the color code and name
supplied to us. If the color is not an acceptable match, the pieces may be returned PRIOR to installation for an
unpainted set and credit of the pre-paint portion of the purchase. Returns of pre-painted pieces will not be accepted
after installation, and although we use the highest quality materials in our paint work, due to factors beyond our
control there is no guarantee of paint life after installation. Be aware that especially with metallic colors, even
though the color match may be perfect, the angle of light reflection may show a different shade when installed – this
is not a flaw of the paint work, but the nature of the metallic paint and how the transparency of it affects reflected
light. Expected installation time is 1 hour for a first-time installer, not including paint time of the outer surfaces of
the part(required), assistance of another person may aid in the removal process. Unless otherwise noted, all
directions are to be repeated for both sides of the vehicle (driver and passenger sides). Do not remove window
glass until your louvers are IN YOUR HANDS READY TO INSTALL.
TOOLS / MATERIALS REQUIRED:
Windshield removal tool kit or equivalent

3M Adhesion Promoter, Urethane Sealer /
Adhesive or equivalent and caulk gun.

Masking Tape

Razor or cleaning scraper

Safety glasses (please wear at all times during
installation)

Rubbing alcohol / degreaser and paper towels

1. With the key in the on position, lower the front windows to the down position. Turn key to
the off position and remove from ignition, making sure vehicle is in park / neutral and the
parking brake is set. This step is important to insure the new seal dries properly at the end of
the installation.
2. On the outside of the vehicle, a protective tape
mask needs to be placed around the edge of the
quarter window being removed. Use a good quality
masking tape, and put down at least two layers,
rolling around the body seam leading into the
window pocket. This tape is to protect the paint from
accidental rubbing of the cutting wire in the
following steps, but will not protect against careless
use of the cutting wire.

3. The window is retained by urethane adhesive sealant and two locating pins used at the
factory to hold the window in place as it dries. The locating pins are not included on OEM
replacement glass or in the replacement louver kit. These pins are cut and discarded in this
step. Start the removal process by assembling the cutting tool T-handles to the wire (follow
included instructions) and carefully feeding the cutting wire around the back of the seal near
back edge of the existing window. A length of about 18-24” works well to give enough room
to “saw” the seal with the wire. Start a back and forth motion, and work around the glass. The
pins are difficult to cut and will take a minute or so, but the rest of the urethane will cut rather
quickly. When cutting and you are close to the front edge, adding some tape strips to the glass
will keep it in place so that a second set of hands is not required. Under no circumstances
should you pry on the glass – while glass is strong, it is brittle, and will shatter if mishandled.
It is possible with care to remove the factory glass without damage so it can be re-used at a later
time if desired. After you are sure that all of the adhesive has been cut, peel back the tape strips
along with the glass. If any excess force required, stop, and re-check that the seal has been
completely cut. Beware that the glass may “fall out”, so be prepared to catch the glass to avoid
any damage.

4. With the window safely removed, clean up the seal area where the new louver will be
installed using a razor to trim the urethane smooth. It is not necessary to completely remove the
original seal; it is actually recommended that a small amount (.005-.025”) of the seal be left for
the new seal to help adhere to. With that in mind, all loose dust, dirt, and seal cuttings need to
be removed and cleaned from the surface. Also, pay close attention to the way in which the seal
is laid out which helps to insure that no water can be trapped above the seal at the point where
the two ends connect in the front area near one of the guide pin holes. After the area has been
cleaned, wipe down with rubbing alcohol and clean any smudges made by the cutting of the
seal. The tape can now be removed, and the window frame area cleaned up.

5. Clean and lightly scuff the application surface of the louver, and follow sealer’s directions for
proper preparation of louver surface with the correct adhesion promoter – this is very important
to aid in achieving a satisfactory bond. When using 3M Fast Weld Urethane, the proper
adhesion promoter is 3M Single step, P/N 08682, available separately – this can also be used to
touch-up scratches on the pinch-weld if required.
6. Apply the urethane sealer to the prepared and cleaned area where the original seal was on the
car’s body, not the louver. Cutting an inverted “V” rather than straight across into the applicator
tip may assist in producing a thin, tall bead with an even height. Apply enough so that the louver
will sit flush to slightly recessed when installed. A small excess is acceptable as the louver can
be pressed in slightly more, while too little adhesive will cause the piece to sit too far below the
surface of the body. One tube is enough to do both louvers. The louvers are different, and are
side specific, so be sure to install them in the correct orientation. The louvers point into the
interior of the car (hence flush-mount). Follow the instructions of the seal supplier as to set-up
times, and install the louvers. There should be approximately a 1/8” gap between the bottom of
the louver and the body line when installed. A small soft shim or some tape may be required to
help hold the louver in place as the seal dries depending upon weather conditions. Do NOT
close doors with the windows in the up position or drive car until the seal has had time to cure.
Failure to follow all instructions of seal manufacturer may result in seal failure or loss of louver!
7. After sufficient time has passed for drying (6-8 hours normally), a final check should be made
for water sealing and no wind noise. Any abnormal amount of wind noise should be considered
as a possible source of water entry, and should be checked to insure water cannot enter the inside
of the vehicle. If water does leak into the vehicle, the louver should be removed, and re-installed
to insure a proper seal. A properly installed louver will not leak, and has the exact same contours
as OEM glass on both the sealing edge and the outer edge (frame) surfaces.

8. After installation and sufficient drying time has elapsed,
the louvers may be cleaned with a soft sponge and regular
car wash soap. Over time, if scratches become a nuisance in
the visibility areas, they may be polished out using a plastic
headlight polish, or toothpaste for minor scratches. Do not
use abrasive cleaners for normal everyday cleaning of the
parts, as they are susceptible to scratching by the abrasives.

2005-09 Flush Mount Louver Suggested Painting Tips
While we offer our louvers pre-painted, we realize a number of our customers either want
to tackle painting on their own, or give these directions to their local paint shop to assist
them in getting the job done right on the first try. Please understand that this is a basic
outline of how our painters at SilverHorse Racing have successfully painted over 1,000
sets, and is not meant as a detailed how-to guide for proper painting and safety
techniques. It is YOUR RESPONSIBILITY if you are painting these louvers or are
having them painted to understand basic automotive painting techniques and safety
precautions prior to starting this project.
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Start by thoroughly washing the louvers in a soap and water solution to remove
any stray oils left by handling or the actual molding process. Allow to dry.
Use Dupont Plastic Cleaner 2319S or equivalent on pieces.
Sand injection “gate” at top of part smooth to surface, and sand edges as needed.
Install provided masks on exterior of part, floating masks into position with
normal window tint “wet” installation techniques. Mask underside of part to
protect from overspray – paint should be able to be on “edge” of lip, but not on
bottom side where it will be urethane-glued to the vehicle. All paint will be
applied to the exterior only, none to the inside of the parts.
Scuff / sand all surfaces to be painted with fine sanding paper.
Again clean part and allow to dry using Dupont plastic cleaner 2319S, or its
equivalent.
Apply Pas-Stick 2322S Adhesion promoter or equivalent.
Apply a black primer of your choice to the exterior of the part – we use Dupont
EP-789 or A-4260S Primers.
If spraying a very light color, a light sealer coat may be added to help “bring up”
the color. (helpful on yellows and whites)
Sand if needed.
Spray color coats – we use Diamont R-M color or Martin Sr. Matrix color both
with excellent results.
Spray clear coats – a low-solid clear will not build film too thick for the corners of
the parts, BASF Limco LM4000 Low Solid or RSC-220 will work well here.
Allow to dry thoroughly (we let pieces dry for two days) then using an X-Acto
razor carefully trim around the masks prior to removing them.
3M finesse-it compound or equivalent can be used to polish parts, clear areas, and
in general any issues that may crop up during the painting process, by hand. It is
not recommended that power buffers be used, as it is very easy to burn through
the paint and burnish the part.

NO HEAVY COATS !! – Heavy coats (what you would use for most refinishing of body
components) can cause paint solvents to penetrate the primer and crack color coats /
underlying primer coats (it will have the appearance of cracked plastic although this is
not the case). This is NOT a failure of the part, but a failure to keep Lexan from reacting
and possibly rejecting the solvents in the paints. Water-based automotive paints may not
have this limitation. Use of a
If you have any questions, feel free to contact us at
detail gun rather than a full-size
the number listed below or via email.
gun may aid in proper coverage.
Tech Questions: (321)-722-2813.
Email us Tech@SilverHorseRacing.com
“If it’s not good enough for our cars, we
won’t make it for yours.”

